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Abstract
Ultracold polarmolecules are an ideal platform for studyingmany-body physics with long-range
dipolar interactions. Experiments in thisfield have progressed enormously, and several groups are
pursuing advanced apparatus formanipulation ofmolecules with electricfields as well as single-atom-
resolved in situ detection. Such detection has becomeubiquitous for atoms in optical lattices and
tweezer arrays, but has yet to be demonstrated for ultracold polarmolecules. Herewe present a
proposal for the implementation of site-resolvedmicroscopy for polarmolecules, and specifically
discuss a technique for spin-resolvedmolecular detection.We use numerical simulation of spin
dynamics of lattice-confined polarmolecules to showhow such a schemewould be of utility in a spin-
diffusion experiment.

1. Introduction

Ultracold polarmolecules present an ideal platform for emulating quantummagnetism inmany-body long-
range interacting systems [1–4]. This requires precise state preparation [5–7], largeDC electric fields to control
the strength of the Ising interaction, and precise read-out based on rotational spectroscopy and/or high
resolution in situ detection tomeasure spatial correlations [8]. Such high resolution detection of individual
particles has become a standard tool in cold atom experiments.

Quantum gasmicroscopy of atoms ismade possible through high-resolution imaging in a deep optical
lattice that freezes atomicmotion during imaging, alongwith laser coolingwhich prevents atoms fromheating
while scatteringmany photons [9, 10]. However, such an imaging process scrambles the hyperfine state of the
atoms, thereby rendering their spin degree of freedomundetectable. This issue has been circumvented using
various techniques [11–13], but typically one atomic spin state is removedwith a short pulse of resonant light
prior to detecting the other spin state [8, 14, 15].

In ultracoldmolecule quantum simulators, themolecular rotational state is used as the analog ofmagnetic
spin [4, 5]. This provides an excellent platform for studying out-of-equilibriumquantummany-body dynamics
since themolecules undergo long-range spin-exchange interactions with long coherence times [5, 6]. In typical
neutral atom systemswith contact interactions, the spin–spin interactions between nearest neighboring sites are
mediated bymotion, whichmakes quantummagnetic phenomena emerge only at very low temperatures. Polar
molecules experience spin exchange interactions between neighboring sites withoutmotion. This opens the
possibility to observe quantum spin dynamics in relatively dilute samples as long as the internal states can be
prepared in pure initial states. Thefinite entropy of themolecular filling in a lattice no longer averages away spin
dynamics. Instead, random spin couplings can be used to study interesting spin transport and dynamics. In fact,
the crossover between ergodic and localized behavior in such systems is poorly understood and is often
numerically intractable. Further, there has been limited experimental activity with long-range-interacting spin
systems in two or three dimensions. Hence, ultracold polarmolecules are expected to shed light on such
phenomena [16], andwe thus focus on this goal for the remainder of this work.

Efforts towards in situ singlemolecule detection in both optical lattices [17–19] and optical tweezers [20, 21]
are increasingly active. It is thus timely to consider single-sitemicroscopy of polarmolecules, and how two
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rotational states can be simultaneously detected. The latter point is of particular importance formolecules due to
the limited fidelity of their creation process, which results in the occupation of a given site being a priori
unknown [7, 22]. The ability to detect the presence or absence of amolecule on a given site, in addition to its
state, is therefore important.

In this paper, we present a technique bywhich twomolecular rotational states can be unambiguously
detected, giving simultaneously site-resolved and spin-resolved detection. After discussing the approach in
whichmolecules are detected, we describe how these techniques can be extended tofluorescence detection for
molecular gasmicroscopy. Finally, we present simulations of out-of-equilibrium spin systems, and describe how
the investigation of such dynamics would proceed under a spin-resolvedmolecular gasmicroscope. 40K87Rb
[23] is used as an example throughout, but thesemethods are general, and they can be applied to other ultracold
bialkalimolecular species [24–28].

2. Spin-resolvedmolecularmicroscopy

Ultracold polarmolecules are produced by optically transferringweakly-bound,magneto-associated Feshbach
molecules [29, 30] to the absolute rovibronic ground state using STImulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP)
[23, 31]. Imagingmolecules directly is challenging since there are no closed cycling transitions as in atoms,
though direct imaging has been accomplishedwith a limited signal-to-noise ratio [32]. However, by reversing
the STIRAP andmagneto-association processes, a ground-state polarmolecule can be converted to a pair of free
atomswith∼90%–95%fidelity [22, 23, 29, 33–36], which can then be imaged on cycling transitions.

Thefirst few rotational states for KRb are shown infigure 1(a). The states are denoted by N m, Nñ∣ , whereN is
the rotational quantumnumber, andmN is its projection onto the quantization axis (i.e. electric ormagnetic
field). As shown infigure 1(b), site-resolvedmicroscopy can be used to perform spin-diffusion studies in a 2D
plane. After an initial preparation of spin excitationwithin a local region, the excitation can diffuse throughout
the system via dipolar interactions characterized by an energy scaleÿJ, where ÿ is Planckʼs constant divided by
2π, that falls off in range as r−3.

2.1. Creating a two-dimensionalmolecular sample
For quantum gasmicroscopy, it is important to prepare the system in a two-dimensional geometry for high-
resolution, single-site imaging.With ultracold atoms this can be accomplished by either using amagnetic field
gradient to spectroscopically select a single layer with a hyperfine transition [10, 37], or by using an accordion
lattice [38]. Similar options are available for ultracoldmolecule experiments. Our favored approach is to
spectroscopically select a single layer ofmolecules using a rotational transition. This can be done by applying an
electric field gradient which generates a different DC Stark shift for each layer.

2.2. Spin-resolved imaging protocol
Formation and dissociation of ground-statemolecules in an optical lattice is well understood [7, 22, 39], and it
has been demonstrated that either K orRb atoms fromdissociatedKRbmolecules can be imaged in situ to yield
consistent results [7, 22]. This is an important step towards building a spin-resolvedmicroscope of polar
molecules as this requires both atoms to be a suitable proxy formolecules. It has also been shown, equally as
important, that one species can be removedwith resonant light without deleterious effects on the other. In fact,

Figure 1.A spin-resolvedmicroscope for polarmolecules. (a)The rotational energy levels of KRb. (b) Illustration of spin propagation
on a 2Dplane ofmolecules following a local excitationwithin the green dashed region.
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removing a unique atomic species is straightforward since the difference in transition frequencies is on the order
of several THz.

Accordingly, each spin state can bemapped onto either atomic species,making a spin-resolvedmicroscope
of KRbmolecules equivalent to simultaneousmicroscopes of K [37, 40, 41] andRb [9, 10].We also note that
KRb has the convenient feature that the two S P1 2 3 2 atomic transitions are separated by only 13 nm,which
minimizes chromatic aberrations in imagingwhile stillmakingwavelength separation straightforward.

Before describing themapping protocol in detail, we note that there is freedom inwhichmolecular state is
mapped ontowhich atomic species. Either option is possible in general, but for a givenmolecular species one
choicemay prove to be advantageous over the other. Inwhat follows, we focus on the case inwhich ñ∣ ismapped
ontoK, as shown infigure 2.We also note thatwe assume the lattice is sufficiently deep such that the tunneling
probabilities formolecules or atoms are negligible throughout the entirety of this procedure. Due to strong
onsite inter-molecular interactions, we have only onemolecule per site during the experiment andmapping
protocol [42].

Step I: Dissociating ñ∣ molecules
Thefirst step in themapping protocol is to convert ñ∣ molecules to a pair of K andRb on the same site. This is
done by reversing the STIRAP sequence, which uniquely couples the ñ∣ state to Feshbachmolecules, and then
sweeping themagnetic field across the Feshbach resonance to dissociate the Feshbachmolecules. Thefidelity of
this process is∼90%–95% [22, 23], which is limited by the STIRAP efficiency. After dissociation, Rb is in the
F m, 1, 1Fñ = ñ∣ ∣ state andK is in the 9 2, 9 2- ñ∣ state, as shown in step I offigure 2 (F denotes the total angular
momentum, andmF is its projection on themagnetic field axis).

This STIRAP pulsewill not couple ñ∣ molecules to the specific Feshbach state, butwemust ensure that it
does not couple them to any other state. Accordingly, wemust look carefully at the full quantum state of the
molecules, including the nuclear hyperfine degrees of freedom [43]. In a STIRAP sequencewith identically
polarized beams, themoleculeʼs angularmomentum is conserved, which eliminatemost pathways.
Furthermore, the STIRAP linewidth is∼200kHz and the sequence is 5μs long [23], and since the rotational
splitting is on the order of GHz, the spectral resolution prohibits driving to an uncoupled state. An electric field
can additionally be used during STIRAP to provide even greater selectivity [23].

Step II: Removing Rb atoms
Following dissociation, one of the speciesmust be removed such that each doublon becomes a site with a single
atom.As discussed above, this can be donewith a pulse of resonant light. Such pulses, which have been
demonstrated to preserve the other atomic spinwith highfidelity, are routinely used in atomic quantumgas

Figure 2.Various steps required to realize a spin-resolvedmicroscope,mapping ñ∣ ontoK and ñ∣ ontoRb. The left column shows
the color-coded particles on lattice sites, and the right columns describe the colors as specific states of KRbmolecules andK andRb
atoms. The top row shows the initial configurationwith ñ∣ and ñ∣ molecules in the lattice. The subsequent rows describe the steps
which result in the bottom row,where only K orRb atoms remain on lattice sites that were initially populatedwith a ñ∣ or ñ∣
molecule, respectively, as in the top row. See the text for an explanation of each step.
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microscope experiments, with typical blast times between 10μs and 1ms depending on the species and lattice
depth [7, 9, 10, 37, 40, 41, 44–46].Moreover, pulses resonant with the atomic transition have a negligible effect
onmolecules [7, 22, 23], thus leaving the ñ∣ molecules unaffected.

The choice of which atom to be removed first depends on the particularmolecular species. Here we consider
the removal of Rbfirst, as infigure 2. Effective removal of Rb can be accomplished in∼1 mswith> 99.9%
fidelity by simultaneously driving the 1, 1 2, 2ñ  ñ¢∣ ∣ and 2, 2 3, 3ñ  ñ¢∣ ∣ transitions, where F m, Fñ¢∣ denotes
the electronically excited P3/2 state. This leaves behindK atoms in the 9 2, 9 2- ñ∣ state.

With Rb atoms removed, wemustflip theK atoms to a different spin state such that they can be
distinguished from theK atoms that emerge in the subsequent steps. For K, a convenient transition is from
9 2, 9 2- ñ∣ to 7 2, 7 2- ñ∣ , which has a transition frequency of∼2.7GHzunder 550G; this transition can be
drivenwith>99%fidelity in tens ofμs [46]. As shown infigure 2, after stepII,molecules in the ñ∣ state and
unpairedK atoms remain, with the latter depicted in lighter color with hashed edges to signify the 7 2, 7 2- ñ∣
state.

Step III: Dissociating ñ∣ molecules
Wenext convert the ñ∣ molecules to a doublon, first by applying a rotational-state-changingmicrowave pulse to
transfer ñ  ñ∣ ∣ . Such pulses have>99%fidelity in tens ofμs [5]. Then the same reverse-STIRAP and
magneto-dissociation sequence converts thesemolecules to doublons. As before, the doublons are in the states
1, 1ñ∣ for Rb and 9 2, 9 2- ñ∣ for K. This is shown in stepIII offigure 2.

Step IV: Removing K atoms
In thefinal step, K atoms from the doublons are removed, which showswhy the atomic state transfer was
necessary in stepII. TheK atoms that remain from the previous step are in the 7 2, 7 2- ñ∣ state, which are
sufficiently detuned from the 9 2, 9 2 11 2, 11 2- ñ  - ñ¢∣ ∣ transition as to not be affected. Therefore, the K
atoms in the doublon can be removedwith a blast pulse in 1< mswith highfidelity [46], which completes the
mapping procedure.

2.3. Alternative protocol
The particular choice ofmapping protocol hinges on the fact that two atoms on a lattice site will quickly undergo
inelastic loss when one occupies an excited hyperfine level [22]. Therefore, the time spent in this configuration
must beminimized. Due to the inverted hyperfine structure of K, the ground hyperfine level is the cycling state,
and thus it is convenient to removeK atoms in Step IV as opposed to Rb. In cases where neither atomhas an
inverted hyperfine structure, such asNaRb or RbCs, the protocol with higher overall fidelity would involve
removing the lighter atom in Step IV.

2.4.Detectionfidelity and technical requirements
After the above protocol, the sites that were ñ∣ molecules are K atoms in 7 2, 7 2- ñ∣ and the sites that were ñ∣
molecules are Rb atoms in 1, 1ñ∣ . The subsequent imaging via opticalmolasses [9, 10] cooling or Raman
sideband cooling [47] operates primarily on the transitions 2, 2 3, 3ñ  ñ¢∣ ∣ for Rb and
9 2, 9 2 11 2, 11 2- ñ  - ñ¢∣ ∣ for K, but the repump transitions 1, 1 2, 2ñ  ñ¢∣ ∣ for Rb and
7 2, 7 2 9 2, 9 2- ñ  - ñ¢∣ ∣ for K are required anyway to keep atoms in the cycling transition
[9, 10, 37, 40, 41]. Hence, both transitions are driven in parallel, and the initial states of theK andRb atoms in the
lattice are unimportant for imaging.

It is critical that the desired atomic species is preserved during removal of the other. One possible deleterious
effect is heating of the desired species by the removal pulses. The heating rates are calculated using the photon
scattering rates given by:

I I

I I2 1 4
, 1sc

sat
2

sat








G =
G

+ D G +
( )

( ) ( )
( )

whereΓ is the linewidth of the electronic excited state, I is the intensity of the removal beam, Isat is the saturation
intensity of the atomic transition, andΔ is the detuning from resonance of the excited state. The heating rate can
be calculated from this scattering rate via Ṫ =1/3×(2×Erec)/kB×Γsc, where the 1/3 is specific to the case
of a harmonic trap, and 2×Erec is the recoil energy of photon absorption and re-emission [48].

For a removal beamof intensity I=Isat and detuningΔ=0 for the target species, the scattering rate is
10sc

7G » s−1, which corresponds to a resonant heating rate of≈1microkelvin μs−1 for Rb in the 1, 1ñ∣ state and
≈2microkelvin μs−1 for K in 9 2, 9 2- ñ∣ . These on-resonance heating rates are strong such that the removal
pulse can be quite short, on the scale of 1ms or less, and consequently do not perturb untargeted species or spin
states for which the off-resonance heating rates are very low.During Step II, for example, a resonant pulse to
removeRb atomswill have no impact on either K atoms orKRbmolecules. In Step IV, we need to removeK
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atoms in the 9 2, 9 2- ñ∣ state without affecting the 7 2, 7 2- ñ∣ state. For the removal light tuned on
resonancewith 9 2, 9 2 11 2, 11 2- ñ  - ñ¢∣ ∣ , the 7 2, 7 2 9 2, 9 2- ñ  - ñ¢∣ ∣ transition has the smallest
detuning of 0.8 GHz, corresponding to a scattering rate of 2457 2, 7 2 9 2, 9 2G =- ñ - ñ¢∣ ∣ s−1.Meanwhile, a pulse
of length∼1ms ismore than sufficient to remove 9 2, 9 2- ñ∣ Katoms.

Another factor thatmay play a role during the removal pulses is photo-association. Quantumgas
microscopes operate with parity detection because every pair of atoms located on a single lattice site is associated
into an electronically excitedmolecule during the roughly second-long interrogation time.However, the
probability of this process happening during the∼ms removal pulses is known to be low.

We can now estimate the overall detection fidelity of each individual spin component. The detection of ñ∣
relies on STIRAP, Rb removal, and aK spin flip, which have respective efficiencies of 95%,>99%, and>99%.
This corresponds to an overall fidelity of 93%. The detection of ñ∣ relies on STIRAP andK removal (while
preserving K atoms of the other hyperfine state), which have respective efficiencies of 95% and>95% [46].
However, it also relies onminimal deleterious effects from the first STIRAP pulse. Such effects are expected to be
at the single percent level, but will vary betweenmolecular species. Therefore we estimate the overall fidelity of
ñ∣ detection to be 85%–90%.

2.5. Single-molecule addressing
Wenowdiscuss how singlemolecules can be addressed and their states can be selectively drivenwith single-site
resolution.While the techniquewe propose is similar to approaches that have been used for quantumgases of
atoms [8], nowork has been done to date on spatially localizedmolecular addressing and state control.
Moreover, our approach is based on the studies of anisotropic polarizabilities in [49], which are not relevant to
alkali quantumgas experiments.

The newKRb apparatus at JILA [19] has amicroscope objective for high-resolution detection of polar
molecules, in addition to in-vacuum electrodes for single layer selection. Currently, an objective with numerical
aperture (NA=nsin(θ), where n is the index of refraction, and θ is themaximal half-angle of the cone of light
that can enter or exit the lens) of 0.53 is used, which corresponds to an optical resolution ofRmin=900 nmat
λ=780 nm,whereRmin=0.61λ/NA is theRayleigh criterion for theminimumdistance between resolvable
points. The lattice spacing is 532 nm.However, future workmay use aNA as high as 0.65, with a resolution of
730 nm. A lattice with a f=30%filling fraction is shown infigure 3, and the sites withmolecules are represented
as the point spread function I J2 1

2r r r~( ) ( ( ) ) corresponding to a representative resolution of
Rmin=800 nm. I(ρ) is the intensity, J1(ρ) is the Bessel function offirst order, and ρ=r·3.795/Rmin, where
Rminwas defined above.

A beam sent through the objective can generate a tight focus on themolecules, which can impart a large AC
Stark shift to address a particularmolecule. Atλ=1064 nm themolecules are not resonantly coupled from the
rovibronic ground state to the electronic excited potentials, resulting in a low scattering rate [39]while still
providing a large polarizability [49]. To uniquely select themolecules within the addressing beam,we require
that the AC Stark shift be large compared to the Rabi frequency used to drive the rotational transition, which is
typically∼10kHz. For a beamof 1/e2 radius≈1μm, a power of only≈10μWis needed for a 50 kHz differential
AC Stark shift of the N m, 0, 0 1, 0Nñ = ñ - ñ∣ ∣ ∣ transition at the center of the beam.

The prototypical case to consider is a round ñ∣ region as shown infigure 1(b). However, our simulations (to
be discussed in section 3) suggest that the perimeter of the ñ∣ regionmust be a significant fraction of the
enclosed sites in order to see a decay of spin diffusionwithin experimentally relevant timescales of a few 1/J (see
figure 4). This was not obvious since the systemhas significant long-range interactions and it has been shown
that Levy flights drastically affect the dynamics of the system [50]. Therefore, a single circular ñ∣ region of 10ʼs of
sites (as infigure 1(b))would have a small boundary perimeter compared to the total number of sites, and hence
spin diffusionwould be quite limited and slow. Instead it is desirable to create a scenariowhere the spin domain
perimeter is a significant fraction of the total spins.

To go beyond a single tightly-focused beam,wewill introduce an arbitrary potential imaged onto the
molecules byway of a spatial lightmodulator, such as a digitalmicro-mirror device (see figure 3). These
techniques have been used to create arbitrary potentials in atomic systems [51–53], and could be applied to
molecules to create a disordered spin distribution in the lattice as a platform for investigating, for example,
many-body localization [16].

As discussed in section 3, we are particularly interested in the case of a checkerboard spin pattern as our
initial condition for spin diffusion experiments. The two cases infigure 3 correspond to checker sizes of 2×2
and 6×6 sites. Note that when the checker is sufficiently small as infigure 3(a), there is<1molecule of a given
spin in each checker, and it is thus difficult to track the dynamics when detecting only one spin. This shows that
spin-resolved detection is essential in such scenarios.
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Figure 3. Illustration of spin-resolvedmicroscopy. A lattice ofmolecules with≈30%filling is imagedwith a resolution of
Rmin=800 nm. Black dots denote the lattice sites, and the yellow intensity distributions are the point spread functions of the atoms
with this resolution. The light green lines on the left show the checkerboard pattern that is used to create the desired spin
configuration, which corresponds to 2×2 checkers in (a) and 6×6 checkers in (b). The right images show ñ∣ only and ñ∣ only for
both checker sizes.
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Figure 4.Numerical DTWA simulations of spin dynamics. (a)The spin imbalance as a function of time for 36×36 sites for checker
sizes of 3×3 (blue), 9×9 (orange), and 18×18 (green) sites. (b)–(d) Spin-resolvedmicroscopy of an 18×18 subset with 25%
filling at t=0 (left) and Jt=10 (right) corresponding to the three curves in (a). Sites on checkers that are initially ñ∣ ( ñ∣ ) are colored
white (black). The color scale is fromblue to red for ñ∣ to ñ∣ , respectively.
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3. Spin impurity dynamics

It is not always reliable to trust intuition regarding the dynamics of a long-range quantummany-body spin
system. The interplay between the range of interactions and the dimensionality of a system can have enormous
qualitative effects on dynamics. In this section, we numerically investigate the spinmodel that governs systems
of polarmolecules, andwe present simulations of spin-exchange dynamicsmediated by long-range dipolar
interactions. These simulations furthermotivate the need for specific spin patterns and for spin-resolved
microscopy.

TheHamiltonian that describes this exchange process is [4, 5, 54]:

r rH
J

s s s s
2

1 3 cos , 2
j l j

lj l j l j l j
1

2 3 

åå q= - - +
= <

- + - - + ˆ ( ) (ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ) ( )

where sĵ are spin–1/2 operators, rj is the position vector ofmolecule i in the lattice,  is the number of
molecules, and θlj is the angle between the vector r rl j- and the quantization axis, which is defined by an
externalmagnetic field. ThisHamiltonian is derived for the case of zero electric field atDC so that there is no
Ising termproportional to s sl

z
j
zˆ ˆ . The exchange coupling J is determined by the transition dipolemoment, d↑↓,

between two selected rotational states and is given by J d a42
0

3 p=  ( ), where ò0 is the permittivity of free
space and a is the lattice spacing.

For KRbmolecules in a three-dimensional lattice with spacing a=532 nm, using the two rotational states
0, 0ñ∣ and 1, 0ñ∣ , d 0.57 3» - D, and J 2 2 104 Hzp= ´∣ ∣ . For 0, 0ñ∣ and 1, 1- ñ∣ , J 2 2 52 Hzp= ´∣ ∣
[6].We assume that the quantization axis is perpendicular to the selected two-dimensional plane ofmolecules,
which implies that cos 0lkq =( ) , resulting in an isotropic interaction. Disorder in such amodelmanifests itself
in twoways: either a disordered potential landscape can be added to the lattice using a projected potential as
discussed in the previous section; or, since the latticefilling fraction is less than unity, there is a natural disorder
in the filling arrangement of themolecules and consequently in the r rl j

3- -∣∣ ∣∣ geometrical prefactors for
dipolar coupling. The question about the existence ofmany-body localization in this 2D system remains open
and largely unexplored [3, 16, 55–58], while the single particle (Anderson localization) case is better
understood [50, 59].

The initial state is prepared by driving allmolecules to the ñ∣ state and then selecting an excitation region of

the lattice inwhich themolecules are excited to ñ∣ . Once prepared, the total spin S sz
j

N

j
z^ ^å= remains constant

since it is a conserved quantity. In this case, a useful observable for quantifying the spin dynamics is the
imbalance I tẑ ( ), which is ameasure of the averagemagnetization of the gasweighted by the initial onsite values,
defined as

I t s s t
4

0 . 3z
j

j
z

j
z

1



å= á ñ
=

ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )

The imbalance is equal to one initially andwill either decay if the system is ergodic orwill remain finite at long
times if the system localizes.

Since the exact simulation of interacting spins in a 2D lattice becomes intractable as the number ofmolecules
is increased, the simulations presented here are based on the discrete truncatedWigner approximation (DTWA)
[60–62]. TheDTWA is a semi-classicalmethod thatmodels the dynamics through a set of classical trajectories
(in this case Bloch vector dynamics) that evolve according to themeanfield equations. The random initial
conditions for each of these trajectories is selected according to the initial state represented as a quasi-probability
Wigner distribution. Despite its semi-classical character, DTWAhas been shown to be capable of reproducing
quantum correlations and to capture the quantum spin dynamics beyond themeanfield limit; it has been
demonstrated recently to be useful for exploring ergodic/localized dynamics [63].

We now consider the case where the initial excitation is a checkerboard pattern (which can be generatedwith
spatial lightmodulators as discussed in the previous section), where the size of each square can be as small as
2×2 sites (seefigure 3). For large checker sizes the spin imbalance stays near unity even out to long times, in
accordancewith the case of a single large circular ñ∣ region.However, as the checker size decreases, substantial
spin dynamics occurs and the imbalance drops to≈0.2within t≈2/J, as infigure 4(a).

Snapshots of the spin distributions at t=0 and t=10/J for checker sizes of 3×3, 9×9, and 18×18 are
shown forfigures 4(b)–(d). It is alsoworth noting that under our initial conditions total spin observables Saˆ
(α=x, y, z) have expectation values equal to zero throughout the entire dynamic process. Therefore, site- and
spin-resolved detection is essential to glean all the information from such dynamics. These numerical
predictions provide a strongmotivation for the experimental capability ofmicroscopic, spin-resolved detection
since substantial diffusion occurs only formicroscopic areas.
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4.Outlook

An investigation complementary to such spin diffusion experiments is to spectroscopically track the dynamics
after driving themolecules to the equatorial plane of the spin Bloch sphere ( 1 2ñ = ñ + ñ∣ (∣ ∣ ). This
provides ameans of studying the so-called Bose–Einstein condensed (BEC) phase of rotational excitations,
which has been predicted to appear in 2D above a criticalfilling fraction [3, 55, 56]. The BECphasemanifests as a
divergentT2 coherence time of the rotational transition even in the presence of inhomogeneous broadening.

The underlying physics behind the long coherence time is the relativistic dispersion relation of the spinwave
excitations in 2D for small values of thewave vector, kkd µ ∣ ∣, which has striking consequences for the
thermodynamic phase diagram [3, 55, 56].We expect that topological excitations such as vortices and solitonic
rings could be imprinted and observed in such a systemwith the aid ofmicroscopic addressing and detection.
Furthermore, entanglement of superfluid twinsmay allow formicroscopicmeasurements of the entanglement
entropy in a long-range-interacting system [64].
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